Since the Saint Anne’s Hospital PFAC inception in 2010, patient/ family members have offered many suggestions and ideas to improve the patient/ family experience. The result was a long, difficult to manage list.

At first, we tracked suggestions in the meeting minutes as “old business.” However, without an assignment of responsibility or expected completion date, the suggestions languished.

Next, we moved to a work plan with assigned responsibility and target completion dates. However, there were many suggestions that could not be accomplished right away or could not be accomplished at all. PFAC members brought up these items again and again, wondering what had been done about them. The work plan format did not solve the problem.

### Background

We created a PFAC Stop Light Report that places topics into one of three categories:

- **Green** light items are things that have been addressed and are complete.
- **Yellow** light items are things in progress.
- **Red** light items are issues or ideas that cannot be done with the reason why.

### Purpose

The purpose of this project was to develop a better plan for tracking patient/ family suggestions and reporting back to PFAC on the status of suggestions.

### Sample Green Light Items

2. Hospital way finding. Done. New campus map completed.

### Sample Yellow Light Items

1. Palliative care nursing competencies. New palliative care nurse practitioner position created.

### Sample Red Light Items

3. Phone app to provide information to patients. Competing IS priorities.

### PFAC Stop Light Report

The Stop Light Report has already brought some clarity to PFAC suggestions. The Report is a living document; ideas will be added as they occur and actions tracked.

### Opportunities for Improvement

- Add date initiated and resolved.
- Begin to look at outcomes (instead of process improvements).
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Studer Group®, Pensacola, FL
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